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maintain the highest sovereign rating
for political and economic stability by
an NRSRO.
(c) Marketable investments. All eligible
investments, except money market instruments, must be readily marketable. An eligible investment is marketable if you can sell it promptly at a
price that closely reflects its fair value
in an active and universally recognized
secondary market. You must evaluate
and document the size and liquidity of
the secondary market for the investment at time of purchase.
(d) Obligor limits. (1) You may not invest more than 25 percent of your regulatory capital in eligible investments
issued by any single entity, issuer or
obligor. This obligor limit does not
apply to Government-sponsored agencies or Government agencies. You may
not invest more than 100 percent of
your regulatory capital in any one
Government-sponsored agency. There
are no obligor limits for Government
agencies.
(2) Obligor limits for your holdings in
an investment company. You must count
securities that you hold through an investment company towards the obligor
limits of this section unless the investment company’s holdings of the security of any one issuer do not exceed 5
percent of the investment company’s
total portfolio.
(e) Preferred stock and other investments approved by the FCA. (1) You may
purchase non-program investments in
preferred stock issued by other Farm
Credit System institutions only with
our written prior approval. You may
also purchase non-program investments other than those listed in the
Non-Program Investment Eligibility
Criteria Table at paragraph (a) of this
section only with our written prior approval.
(2) Your request for our approval
must explain the risk characteristics of
the investment and your purpose and
objectives for making the investment.
§ 652.40 Stress tests for mortgage securities.
(a) You must perform stress tests to
determine how interest rate changes
will affect the cashflow and price of
each mortgage security that you purchase and hold, except for adjustable

rate mortgage securities that reprice
at intervals of 12 months or less and
are tied to an index. You must also use
stress tests to gauge how interest rate
fluctuations on mortgage securities affect your capital and earnings. The
stress tests must be able to measure
the price sensitivity of mortgage instruments over different interest rate/
yield curve scenarios and be consistent
with any asset liability management
and interest rate risk policies. The
methodology that you use to analyze
mortgage securities must be appropriate for the complexity of the instrument’s structure and cashflows. Prior
to purchase and each quarter thereafter, you must use the stress tests to
determine that the risk in the mortgage securities is within the risk limits
of your board’s investment policies.
The stress tests must enable you to determine at the time of purchase and
each subsequent quarter that the mortgage security does not expose your capital or earnings to excessive risks.
(b) You must rely on verifiable information to support all your assumptions, including prepayment and interest rate volatility assumptions. You
must document the basis for all assumptions that you use to evaluate the
security and its underlying mortgages.
You must also document all subsequent changes in your assumptions. If
at any time after purchase, a mortgage
security no longer complies with requirements in this section, Farmer
Mac’s management must report to the
Corporation’s board of directors in accordance with § 652.10(g).
§ 652.45 Divestiture of ineligible nonprogram investments.
(a) Divestiture requirements—(1) Initial
divestiture
requirements.
Within
6
months of this rule’s effective date,
you must divest of all ineligible nonprogram investments or securities unless we approve, in writing, a plan that
authorizes you to divest the instruments over a longer period of time. An
acceptable plan generally would require you to divest of the ineligible investments or securities as quickly as
possible without substantial financial
loss.
(2) Subsequent divestiture requirements.
Subsequent to the initial divestiture
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